Key: C  Tempo: 120 BPM
Intro D7/2 G7/2 C/4, D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
Henehene kou ʻaka, kou leʻaleʻa paha,
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
Kaʻa uila makeneki hoʻonioni kou kino,
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
I Kakaʻako makou, ʻai ana i ka pipi stew,
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
I Waikiki makou, ʻau ana i ke kai,
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
I Kapahulu makou, ʻai ana i ka lipoa
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
Our eyes have met, our lips not yet
D7/4        G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
Oh you sweet young thing, Iʻm gonna get you yet.

C/4        C7/4  F/4        C/8
Haʻina mai kapuana, kou leʻaleʻa paʻa
D7/4 G7/4   C/4  vamp D7/2 G7/2 C/2 Bb/1 B/1
He mea maʻa mau ʻia, for you and I.